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Our festival gathers in Amiskwaciwâskahikan, known colonially as
Edmonton, Alberta. This land is the traditional territory of many
Indigenous People, the First Nations of Treaty 6, and the Metis of
Region 4. This land has thousands of years of history; it was land that
was fought over, land that gives back, land that continues to hold the
spirit, strength, love, stories, and traditions of First Nations Peoples.
In the spirit of the treaty and its oral agreements we acknowledge
that we all benefit from this land and it is our duty as treaty people to
nourish and respect it.
We recognize that there are many inequities in our current systems,
especially for those in our community who are Indigenous, Black,
and People of Colour. We want the festival to be a space that is
mindful and welcoming of the histories and experiences of artists
and audiences alike. Clowning as an artform has existed in many
forms across cultures and ages, as an outlet for creativity, play,
social commentary, and storytelling. We strive to create a space
that encourages artists to tell their stories, and that challenges us to
think, feel, and laugh.

MESSAGE FROM:
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THE DIRECTOR
Aaaand…. WE’RE BACK! I’m over the moon to welcome
all the Fools and lovers of Foolishness back into the
theatre after 2 years of online-only antics. We got a killer
line up for you with headliners Karen Hines in Pochsy IV
(work in progress), S.E. Grummett’s Something in the
Water, your favourite Cabarets & Triple Bills. And new
this year, we’re thrilled to introduce the Play the Fool
Festival Patio. Grab a drink and a snack, chat with friends,
and catch some of our outdoor roving entertainers
between the indoor shows.
See you on the Patio!
Christine Lesiak,
Festival Director

MESSAGE FROM:
THE PRODUCER
It is my great honour to welcome you to the 7th annual
Play the Fool Festival! The last two years have been a wild
ride, and I’m thrilled to be back in our beautiful venue for
4 fun-filled days of hilarity and play. This festival is made
possible by the dedication and incredible talent of our
artists and staff, by the generosity of our sponsors and
volunteers, and of course by people like you! I would like
to thank YOU, our amazing audience, who have been the
biggest supporters of this wacky and weird festival. I can’t
wait for you to see what’s in store for this year!
With much love & clown noses,
Julie Kiraly
Festival Producer

MESSAGE FROM:
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THE ASSOCIATE FESTIVAL DIRECTOR
This is my first year with PlayThe Fool Festival as the
Associate Festival Director! I’m a goofball at heart so I
find I fit right in with Play the Fool. We are welcomed to
be silly, take risks, be leaders and get creative together.
I’m looking forward to seeing clowning in-person, having
had most of my experiences online or with a small cohort.
These are truly exciting times to be in theatre as we
navigate sharing spaces once again. Our artists this festival
season are thrilling, it’s giving variety, it’s giving fool and
I’m ready to be hollering and laughing all week.
Kijo Gatama,
Associate Festival Director
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FESTIVAL WELCOME & OPENING
45 mins | All ages
Thursday Sept 22 @ 7pm

JOIN US ON THE PLAY THE FOOL FESTIVAL PATIO
AT THE BACKSTAGE THEATRE FOR ROVING
ENTERTAINMENT AND A TOAST TO
OUR RETURN TO THE THEATRE!

THE PLAY THE FOOL FESTIVAL PATIO
ALL AGES | Free
NEW THIS YEAR is The Play the Fool Festival Patio, located right outside the Backstage
Theatre. It’s the COVID-concious place to relax between the indoor shows.
Grab a drink and a snack from the bar, catch up with friends, and enjoy outdoor roving
entertainment from The Copper Cowboy Living Statue (Daniel Anderson), Jay Flair, Aytahn
Ross, and Jordan Sabo.

HEADLINERS

POCHSY IV (A WORK IN PROGRESS)
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A workshop production. Dark comedy. Not for children.
70 mins | Ages 16+ | Adult language and subject matter
Thursday Sept 22nd @ 8 pm | Saturday Sept 24th @ 7 pm

In 1992, Pochsy made her Fringe debut. ‘Pochsy’s Lips’ featured a wilting industrial factory worker
who spun sugarplum fantasies from the bruised fruits of the North American Dream. Poisoned and
poisonous, utterly narcissistic and fatally lonely, Pochsy knelt at the altar of all that is held holy in
the name of consumerism gone mad. Pochsy’s lush satires have since travelled the globe: her prizewinning plays and short films have been presented at theatres and film festivals internationally.
Fifteen ago, Pochsy quietly slipped behind the veil. Now she’s back, and would like a few words with
you…
Written and Performed by Karen Hines
Directed by Michael Kennard
Set and Lighting Design by Sandi Somers
Music and Sound Design by Chantal Vitalis
Additional Sounds by Richard Feren
Costume Design by Justin Miller
		
a.k.a. Pearle Harbour

Clown Coach - John Turner
Production Dramaturg - Blake Brooker
Production Management - Kate Pallesen
Graphic Art - Ryan Bartlett
Photography - Gary Mulcahey
Film Stills - Peter Moller

Made with support from the Play the Fool Festival and One Yellow Rabbit Theatre’s High Performance
Rodeo, where Pochsy IV officially premieres in 2023. Keep Frozen acknowledges the support of the
Canada Council and the Alberta Foundation for the Arts.
www.keepfrozen.org

WHAT THE CRITICS SAY, SINCE 1992
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“Hines is an astonishing artist, both as a writer and as a performer.” – Liz Nicholls
“To be in love with Pochsy, as I am, is an exquisitely perverse addiction … She’s like a disease
you want to get in the hopes that it will purge something bigger.” (The Georgia Straight)
“Ingenious, acidic comedy ... a hallucinatory ultra-feminine living corpse.” (The Globe & Mail)
“Eerie, funny brilliance.” (Edmonton Journal)
“Imagine Greek Tragedy by Betty Boop.” (Montreal Gazette)
“I laughed, I cried, I called my friends.” (Minneapolis-St.Paul Pioneer Press)
“A miracle of bitter hope … Hines has tapped into the confusion and alienation unique to our
age and mined a work of gossamer charm and deadly power … Becket, a lover of clowns, would
have fallen for her.” Eye, Toronto

KAREN HINES
WRITER/PERFORMER
After her start on the Fringe, Karen emerged as the writer of a string of award-winning plays
presented through North America and in Germany. She is a two-time finalist for the Governor
General’s Literary Award (The Pochsy Plays; Drama: Pilot Episode) and a 2020 finalist for the
Siminovitch Prize in Theatre. Her short films featuring Pochsy have screened internationally. A
Gemini nominee for acting and Dora Award-winning performer and director, Hines has directed
adult horror clowns Mump & Smoot since their inception, as well as premieres of Linda Griffiths’
Age of Arousal, Michelle Thrush’s Inner Elder, and Jamie Dunsdon’s recent Bliss. Currently,
Hines’ real estate horror Crawlspace continues touring living rooms and micro-theatres across
Canada. Upcoming 2023: Crawlspace French language premieres (Theatre Francais de Toronto),
All the Little Animals I Have Eaten (Shadow Theatre), and Pochsy IV’s official premiere at One
Yellow Rabbit’s High Performance Rodeo. For more, wwww.keepfrozen.org

MICHAEL KENNARD
DIRECTOR
For thirty-three years Michael has been a co-creator (with John Turner), performer and producer
with internationally acclaimed clown duo Mump & Smoot. Michael is a graduate of the University
of Guelph Drama program and has studied physical comedy, clown, mask, improv and movement

with Richard Pochinko, Ian Wallace, Fiona Griffths, Philippe Gaulier and The Second City.
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He has taught and directed at numerous universities and is currently an Associate Professor
at the University of Alberta. Some of Michael’s directing credits include: The Last Days of
Judas Iscariot at UofA, The Christmas Carol, The Hobbit, The Wizard of Oz at The Globe Theatre
in Regina, The Second City’s Family Circus Maximus and Insanity Fair in Toronto and co-directed
Embryo’s on Ice in Chicago. Michael has received a Dora award, two Canadian Comedy awards, a
Boston Theatre award, a Drama Logue award (California) and several teaching awards for his work.

SANDI SOMERS
SET & LIGHTING DESIGN
Over the last few decades Sandi has lit and designed stages for companies such as OYR, ATP,
The Alberta Ballet and Lunchbox Theatre. Her productions include lighting and projection design
for Making Treaty 7, set and lighting design for The University of Lethbridge’s Caucasian Chalk
Circle, lighting design for Karen Hines’ All the Little Animals I Have Eaten, and Crawlspace.
Outside of designing for theatre, Sandi is the lighting designer for The Royal Tyrrell Museum of
Palaeontology in Drumheller, Alberta, and is an award winning filmmaker.

RICHARD FEREN
ADDITIONAL SOUNDS
Richard has been creating music and soundscapes for theatre, dance & film since 1992. He has
won seven Dora Awards, the 1999 Pauline McGibbon Award, and was the first sound designer
ever shortlisted for the Siminovitch Prize, in 2012. Recent credits: Public Enemy, As You Like
It, Much Ado About Nothing, Measure For Measure (Canadian Stage); Hamlet (Stratford
Festival); The Cold War (VideoCabaret); Every Brilliant Thing, Perfect Wedding, Miss Caledonia
(Thousand Islands Playhouse); Going, Going (short film by Fiona Highet); Carmen (feature film
score); The Flick (Outside the March/Crow’s Theatre). Upcoming: Grand Ghosts (The Grand
Theatre)

KATE PALLESEN
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT & ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
Kate has been actively engaged in theatres and live events across Alberta since graduating from
the University of Lethbridge’s Technical Theatre/Design program in 2017. While she primarily
works in stage management in Calgary, Kate has also worked as a Sound Designer with Haven
Theatre in multiple Edmonton Fringe Festival productions, a Show Caller with Reel Canada, and
most recently, an Assistant Coordinator at World Stage Design. Earlier this year, Kate crossed
provincial boundaries as the Stage Manager for bliss: the birthday party play (Verb Theatre),
touring to Victoria’s Uno Fest and to Ottawa’s National Arts Centre. Kate is pleased to be part
of the Play The Fool Festival for the first time with Pochsy IV.

JUSTIN MILLER (HE/HIM)
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COSTUME DESIGN
Justin is a queer, Toronto-based designer, producer, theatre artist, and Fool. As his darkly comic
drag persona, Pearle Harbour, he has been called “one of the most engaging and thoughtful
performance artists around” (NOW Magazine). His award-winning original works have
been presented to rave critical and audience response across Canada, published in Canadian
Theatre review, and featured on the CBC. As a screenwriter, he has work in-development with
NBC-Peacock. As a drag dramatist, consultant, and artist-educator, he has shared his unique
perspective at Randolph College for the Performing Arts, Intrepid Theatre, and the Stratford
Shakespeare Festival. Selected accolades include Audience Choice Award (SummerWorks),
Outstanding Solo Performance (My Entertainment World), 3 Dora Mavor-Moore Award
nominations (Outstanding Performance, Outstanding Costume Design), and the Jon Kaplan
Legacy Fund Award for Canadian Theatre Performer.
See more at www.pearleharbour.com.

JOHN TURNER
CLOWN COACH
John Turner has been creating, performing, teaching and directing theatre for the past 35 years.
He is best known as the “Smoot” half of the award winning Canadian clown duo Mump & Smoot.
He was also founder and Artistic Director of The Clown Farm from 2002 – 2020. He now
coaches, teaches, directs and performs across the country. John’s Coaching and/or Directing
credits include work with Justin Miller’s “Pearle Harbour in Distant Early Warning”, Christine
Moynihan’s “Inside Ethel: Outside”, Jennifer Dallas’ “Kittly-Bender” and “Known”, Morro and
Jasp (multiple shows), Karen Hines’ “Citizen Pochsy” and “Crawlspace”, Michael Kennard’s
“Puzzle Me Red”, Sandrine Lafond’s “Little Lady”, and De-ba-jeh-mu-jig Theatre’s “A Trickster
Tale”, and “The Gulch”.

BLAKE BROOKER
PRODUCTION DRAMATURG
Founder of One Yellow Rabbit Performance Theatre in Calgary, Blake is the artistic director of
the company and the High Performance Rodeo.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
Marcus Aurelius
Blake Brooker
Percy Faith
Sam Harris

William MacAskill
Joni Mitchell
Gia Tolentino
Many thanks to the U of A Drama Department
and Darryl Cooksey.

SOMETHING IN THE WATER
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Queer/Multi-Media

60 mins | Audience Participation, Flashing Lights and Abrupt Noise, Nudity and
Sexual Content.
Friday Sept 23nd @ 9:15 pm: Ages 18A | Sunday Sept 25th @ 3:30pm: Ages 10+

A comedic deep dive into identity, gender and what it means to be normal. When Grumms
transforms into a sea monster with squid genitals (think Creature from the Black Lagoon meets The
Muppets), they must hide their identity and try to pass as a “normal, human woman”.
You’ll be spellbound by stunning video projections, slapstick and satire; all stirred up together with
Grummett’s glowing and playful performance. A perfect balance of absurdist physical comedy
and vulnerable self-exploration, the show weaves a touching story of acceptance that anyone can
relate to. Inspired by performer/creator, S.E. Grummett’s experience coming out as transgender,
SOMETHING IN THE WATER is a celebration of the “not normal”.

WINNER: BEST THEATRE, ADELAIDE FRINGE 2021
SOLD OUT SEASON: ADELAIDE FRINGE 2021
OFFICIAL SELECTION: SPOTLIGHT CANADA,
EDINBURGH FRINGE, 2021
‘If you like your theatre madcap, thoughtful and combined with what’s-coming-next intrigue, don’t
miss out’ (The Advertiser).
www.scantilygladtheatre.com/
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S.E. GRUMMETT (THEY/THEM)

PERFORMER/CREATOR
Grumms is a queer, transgender theatre artist from Treaty 6 Territory. After graduating from
acting school and becoming increasingly frustrated with the lack of opportunities for queer and
trans folks, Grumms began Scantily Glad Theatre, an 2SLGBTIQ+ theatre company that works
to promote queer artists and stories through comedy, clown and physical theatre. So, they began
making and performing their own work. For them, self-creation was, and continues to be, a way
out. Over the past 5 years, Grumms has created a body of original queer work and toured it to
festivals and stages around the world. They are the co-creator of “SCUM: a manifesto”, “Pack
Animals” and “Creepy Boys”.
Their solo-show, “Something in the Water”, won Best Theatre at the Adelaide Fringe and
was recently selected by the High Commission of Canada for Spotlight Canada 2021 at the
Edinburgh Fringe. Outside of self-creation, Grumms also works as a performer, puppeteer &
video artist.

SAM KRUGER (HE/HIM)
STAGE MANAGER
Sam Kruger (he/him) is a performer and theatre maker in Saskatoon, SK. His solo shows Fool
Muun Komming! and Bat Brains or (let’s explore mental illness with vampires) have toured
throughout North America winning various awards (Pick of the Fringe - Edmonton Fringe, Just
For Laughs: Best Comedy Award - Montreal Fringe, among others) and widespread critical
acclaim. He holds a BA from the University of Minnesota and is a graduate of the ecole Philippe
Gaulier in Etampes, France. Sam Kruger has worked as a stage manager for Pulsive Party
(Vancouver, BC), and is a sound designer/engineer. Earlier this year, Sam and Grumms made
their in-person premiere of their duo clown show, Creepy Boys at the Twin Cities Horror Festival
in Minneapolis, MN.

DEANNA FLEYSHER

(SHE/HER)

DIRECTOR/DRAMATURG
Deanna is a comedy artist, teacher and director devoted to interactive comedic experiences.
She created Foreplay, an erotic improv comedy show that ran for a year at the People’s Improv
Theater in NY and was featured at the Chicago Improv Festival. She created, produced and
starred in Kill Me Loudly: A Clown Noir and The Kapinski Private Eye Academy at the NY
Clown Theatre Festival. She created the Naked Comedy Lab, a workshop for training in
interactive comedy and hilarious vulnerability. She is the director and co-writer of Red Bastard,
the internationally-acclaimed bouffon show. Currently, she tours her award-winning solo show
Butt Kapinski (as seen at Hutch Festival in Vancouver) and teaches Naked Comedy labs in Los
Angeles and around North America.

MIND OF A SNAIL
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COLLABORATORS
Mind of a Snail is a shadow puppetry duo currently based out of Vancouver BC. Since 2003,
Chloe Ziner and Jessica Gabriel have been developing a multilayered style of visual storytelling
using overhead projectors as their main light source. Their performances play at the intersection
of puppetry, visual arts, clowning & music. As artistic collaborators, they are interested
in exploring beyond the boundaries of traditional theatre, and creating magical immersive
experiences for their audiences. Mind of a Snail’s shadow theatre is like an early animation
created live before your eyes.
Mind of a Snail’s latest show, “Multiple Organism” won the Critic’s Choice Award, Artistic Risk
Award, Cultchivating the Fringe Award and Pick of the Fringe at Vancouver Fringe in 2017,
the Edgy as F--- award (for artistic risk) at Orlando Fringe in 2018, as well as Best English
Production and Patron’s Pick at Montreal Fringe in 2019. “Multiple Organism” also won Critic’s
Choice Innovation Award at the 2018 Jessie Richardson Theatre Awards.

TRIPLE BILL 1

TRIPLE BILL 1
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All-ages - G
Friday Sept 23nd @ 7:30 pm | Saturday Sept 24th @ 4:15 pm

MARIO’S GOT TALENT
Québec | 18 mins | All-ages | Character

Mario “Superstar” Mario wants to go on the TV show America’s Got
Talent, but doesn’t quite understand what a good performance is.
The spectators rate the acts Mario has prepared for his audition. Hat
manipulation, limbo, singing, and magic!
Performed by Hugues Sarra-Bournet
Created by Hugues Sarra-Bournet & Yves Dagenais
Directed by Yves Dagenais
Magic consultant Dr. Joseph Culpepper

HUGUES SARRA-BOURNET
Hugues Sarra-Bournet studied at the École de cirque de Québec circus school before
completing his training at École nationale de cirque de Montréal. Since, he has been involved
in numerous original productions, including Kà, Le royaume de tôle (Cirque du Soleil), The
NONEXISTENT (DynamO Théâtre), La prophétie des mouffettes (Théâtre de la Dame de
Coeur), Bus Stops (Théâtre I.N.K.), Crépuscule – Raviver les braises (Flip Fabrique) and The
magic flute (Ex Machina/MET). His solo act Espresso! is seen on Tv at La vie est un Cirque and
Le Plus Grand Cabaret du Monde. At the 37th edition of Le Festival Mondial du Cirque de
Demain his trio Moi et les autres won the Audience Award and a silver medal for their russian bar
act. Clowning is a big part of his professional activities.
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DR. JOSEPH CULPEPPER

Dr. Joseph Culpepper is a performance scholar, magician, and magic consultant. Joe is an
Associate Researcher and instructor at CRITAC (the Center for Circus Arts Research,
Innovation and Knowledge Transfer) at the National Circus School of Montreal. He teaches
magic history and its adaptation to the circus arts. He is a cofounder of the performance
collective Ars Mechanica, a member of The Magic Circle in London, and works as a consultant
for both private and public organizations. Dr. Culpepper holds a PhD in comparative literature
from the University of Toronto. His dissertation, “Reception and Adaptation: Magic Effects,
Mysteries and Con Games,” analyzes how individuals experience magic through various media.
Yves Dagenais has more than 40 years of experience as a clown, director and teacher. He has
toured the world with his character Omer Veilleux and has a great recognition all over the globe
for all of his work.
www.mariosuperstarmario.com

SCAMP & SHORTY’S HORROR STORIES
Edmonton | 18 mins | All-ages | Red-nose clown

Through their horrifying experiences with haunted houses, seances,
and exorcisms, singing duo Scamp and Shorty explore fear and the
most terrifying emotion of all- boredom.
Created & performed by Erin Hutchison and Emily Smith
Directed by Jan Henderson

ERIN HUTCHISON
Erin Hutchison is an Edmonton-based clown, actor, director, playwright, and the Artistic
Director of Cathexis Theatre. After graduating from the Theatre Arts program at MacEwan
University Erin wrote and directed three musicals under her theatre company. Since discovering
her clown in Jan Henderson’s Clown and Mask intensive, Erin has been creating, and performing
various shows with her partner in clown, Emily Smith.

EMILY SMITH
Emily Smith is an Edmonton based clown, writer and performer. She graduated from the Theatre
Arts Program at MacEwan and then went on to study under Jan Henderson in her Clown
and Mask Intensive. Since then she has been performing turns with her clown partner, Erin
Hutchison and has been seen performing clown at Play the Fool, Nextfest, and Grindstone.

JAN HENDERSON
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Jan Henderson is one of Canada’s leading teachers and directors of Mask and Clown. Through
her workshop company, Fool Moon Productions, she has devoted the last 40 years to helping
people get in touch with their most authentic, playful and creative aspect - their inner Wise
Fool - and use it to enrich their personal and professional lives. Jan teaches clown for The Clown
School, Opera Nuova, and the Citadel Theatre’s Young Company, and Neutral Mask at Grant
MacEwan University, and the University of Alberta, where she has received four awards for
excellence in teaching. She is a recipient of Global Television’s Woman of Vision Award, and the
2018 Elizabeth Haynes Stirling Award for Outstanding Contribution to Theatre. Jan’s lifetime of
work is celebrated in the documentary, The Wise Fool, directed by Geraldine Carr of Shiny Carr
Productions. www.foolmoon.org

CROOMB GOES FISHING
Calgary | 18 mins | All-ages | Red-nose clown

The cantankerous Croomb has decided it is time for some rest and
relaxation. What better way than to go fishing!
Created and performed by Chad Bryant
Directed by Chris Gamble

CHAD BRYANT
Chad Bryant discovered clown by watching a clown duo perform a
turn at the Calgary Fluid Festival Cabaret in 2015. He spent the next summer at the Manitoulin
Conservatory for Creation and Performance to learn physical theater where he studied mask
and clown work extensively under John Turner. Currently he is an active member of the Calgary
clown community and a supporter of everything fun, funny and weird.

CHRIS GAMBLE
Chris Gamble is a clown, husband and father. He firmly believes in family and fun! He has spent
the bulk of his life pursuing a career in theater and the arts. As such, he has developed many
hidden talents such as: singing, playing guitar and jumping off of suitcases! Chris is a Drama
instructor for the YMCA and Artistic Facilitator with Inside Out Theatre. He believes in a fair
and compassionate world and the support of art for everyone. As a member of the Calgary
Clown Society he hopes to provide opportunities for anyone interested in learning and exploring
the fantastic world of clown.

TRIPLE BILL 2

TRIPLE BILL 2
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Ages 14A
Saturday Sept 24th @ 2:30 pm | Sunday Sept 25th @ 5:15 pm

RAT ACADEMY

Edmonton | 18 mins | All-ages | Red-nose clown
Fingers is the last rat in Edmonton. Or so he thinks, until one day
he finds a curious and innocent baby rat named Shrimp. Eager to
preserve his Edmonton rat legacy and finally have a friend, Fingers
creates the Rat Academy to teach Shrimp how to survive as a cold,
hard, street rat.
Created & performed by Dayna Lea Hoffmann and Katie Yoner
Collaborator: Joseph McManus

KATIE YONER
Katie Yoner (she/her) is an actor, improviser, writer, and singer based in Treaty 6 Territory and
within the Métis homelands and Métis Nation of Alberta Region 4, traditionally known as
Amiskwaciy Waskahikan (Edmonton). She is currently completing her third year of the BFA
Acting program at the University of Alberta and in her spare time she loves to perform standup comedy and juggle. Recently, she completed a clown course with Michael Kennard which
culminated in a solo performance, and prior to this she studied mask with Jan Henderson and
clown with Jaqueline Russell at the University of Calgary. Her most recent credits are Lady
Macbeth in Macbeth (University of Alberta), Exploding Uncertainty (University of Alberta),
Win the Warrior (Edmonton Fringe) and Two Pin Idiot (Edmonton Fringe).

DAYNA LEA HOFFMAN
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Dayna Lea Hoffmann is a mixed-race multidisciplinary artist and actor from the Unceded
Coast Salish Territories colloquially known as Surrey, BC. She has a strong passion for creation,
collaborative work, film, and clown and hopes to share these passions with audiences across
Canada. For the last two years, she has been living in Treaty No. 6 Territory (Edmonton) honing
her skills of clown, acting, dance and juggling while attending the University of Alberta’s BFA
Acting Program. She additionally holds a diploma in Theatre from Douglas College, is a former
performer, student and teacher of the Vancouver Circus School, and an alumni of Canada’s
National Voice Intensive. Outside of traditional theatre, Dayna is an experienced physical theatre
artist with a strong focus on circus, dance and clown. She has worked with many of Canada’s
leading practitioners such as David MacMurray Smith, Jan Henderson, Michael Kennard, and
Lin Snelling. She is also a student of Maître D’armes JP Fournier and has been trained in rapier
and dagger, sabre, and unarmed combat. She has been experimenting with translating clown to an
online medium, creating six original short clown films that can be found on her youtube channel.
She has participated in Play the Fool’s short film contest for two years and was nominated for
an award in 2021. Dayna is also a 2021 recipient of the Roger S Smith undergraduate research
award and created a research-performance documentary examining gender and clown entitled
Why Aren’t Women Funny.

THE CHARACTER CABARET
Toronto | 18 mins | 1 4+ | Character

From the Creator of Fringe hits “ONEymoon” “Chaotica” and “All
Kidding Aside”, actor/performer/clown- Christel Bartelse brings
you a theatrical showcase of characters, some human, some not. A
hilarious & quirky solo show adventure!
Created & performed by Christel Bartelse
Directed by Andy Massingham

WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING
“ Rare originality and theatrical zest” – Edmonton Journal
“Some performers just have it . . . Christel Bartelse is one of those performers.” – Raise The
Hammer
”Christel Bartelse is filled with pure energy and has no trouble engaging the audience.” – Hamilton
Today
“True show business pizzazz” – NOW magazine
“She’s a brave performer, and isn’t afraid to get into awkward positions, or to tell us the gory details
of what giving birth really entails.” – Mooney On Theatre

“ Overflowing with charisma….impeccable comedy timing… (a) manically gifted actor” –
22
Terminal City Weekly
“Bartelse is a bit Julie Andrews gone wild “- Montreal Gazette
“Tina Fey, Jane Lynch, and Amy Sedaris…Bartelse would not look out of place next to these” –
Laurence Brown, King of Indiana

CHRISTEL BARTELSE
Christel Bartelse is a multi-faceted artist based in Toronto. She got her start in comedy with the
physical comedy duo, The Burnt Marshmallows (Canadian Comedy Award Nominees). She went
on to create and write six award winning Solo Shows (Chaotica, ONEymoon, Significant Me, All
KIDding Aside, The Surprise and Encore!) and have toured them all across Canada, the U.S. and
the U.K.
She is the Co-Producer & Co-Host of the Toronto Storytelling Show “But That’s Another Story”
and is also the co-producer & co-host of the Variety Cabaret “Chris and Christel’s Collection”.
She discovered theatrical clowning at the age of 20 and honed her skills with some of the top
instructors, Mike Kennard, John Turner (Mump and Smoot), Sue Morrison, Philippe Gaulier,
Francine Cote, Andy Massingham, Caroline Dream.
She’s been teaching for the past 15 years, leading a variety of workshops in improv, clown,
physical comedy, solo creation and is a proud faculty member of Humber College, The Toronto
Film School, George Brown College. She also is the co-founder of Comedy Coop. The first
online comedy school for women.

THE OLYMPICS PIECE

Edmonton | 14 mins | All-ages | Physical comedy/dance
Every current summer and winter Olympic sport in 14 minutes.
Created & choreographed by Anastasia Maywood
Performed by Janita Frantsi, Maren Vickers, Zoette Dixon-Dyrvik

ANASTASIA MAYWOOD
Anastasia Maywood (Choreographer) has worked as an
independent choreographer, dancer and producer based on Treaty
6 territory in Amiskwacîwâskahikan. She holds a BA Honors (Drama) from University of Alberta
(Edmonton, AB) and an MFA in Choreography from York University (Toronto, ON). She was
the recipient of the 2015 Good Women Dance Collective’s New Dance Award. Anastasia
has presented her work in Edmonton, Calgary and Toronto and has performed for a variety of

choreographers and theatre companies. In 2021, her physical dance/clown film, Ballet
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Class: At Home Edition, was officially selected for the Play the Fool International Short
Film Festival and her newest work, The Olympics Piece, was performed in Dance Motif
2022. She is continuing to explore her interest in combining dance, clown and physical comedy.

JANITA FRANTSI
Janita Frantsi (performer/dancer) is a contemporary dance artist originally from Finland and
now based on Treaty 6 territory in Amiskwacîwâskahikan. During her time in Edmonton, Janita
has worked as a dancer, choreographer, and instructor with several organizations such as Mile
Zero Dance, KO Dance Projects, Edmonton Opera, University of Alberta, and Concordia
University of Edmonton. She has also created works for the Nextfest Arts Festival, SkirtsAFire
Festival, Orchesis Dance Motif, Madrigal Singers, TEDxUAlberta, and various other events at
the University of Alberta. Janita has a Master of Arts degree in Dance from the University of
Alberta and is grateful to have received grants and scholarships from the Good Women Dance
Collective, Government of Alberta, Orchesis Dance Performance Group, and Healthy Dancer
Canada to continue exploring her artistic practices.

ZOETTE DIXON-DYRVIK
Zoette Dixon-Dyrvik (performer/dancer) is a second year university student, and has always
loved performing. She started dancing at age three and the art form quickly became part of her
life. She joined the Edmonton Contemporary Dancers company for two years, as well as the
Rhythm Motives tap company. She received testing in Royal Academy of Ballet, Cecchetti, and
Tap. Being on stage has always brought her happiness, and she is so grateful to be performing.

MAREN VICKERS
Maren Vickers (performer/dancer) has studied a broad range of dance styles throughout her
life including modern, contemporary, ballet, and flamenco. She danced with the Edmonton
Contemporary Dancers for 4 years, while also learning the RAD and Cecchetti syllabi. She
aspires to continue dancing and learning new styles throughout
her years at the University of Alberta.

THE FESTIVAL
SPECTACULAR CABARET
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Comedy madness where anything can (and does) happen!
90 mins + intermission | Ages 18A
Saturday Sept 24th @ 9:30 pm

You never know what chaos will prevail when over a dozen of our
favourite fools take the stage to entertain and amaze. Laugh yourself
silly at our late-night shenanigans.

			
			
			

HOSTED BY LEE BOYES FEATURING:
Jesus & Pastor Greg (Rebecca Merkley & Adam Keefe)
Mark Vetsch & Neil Kuefler
Melucine (Jacqueline Russell)
June Fukumura
Charlie Peters
Erin Pettifor
Hugues Sarra-Bournet
Creepy Boys (S.E. Grummet & Sam Kruger)
Christel Bartelse

THE ROOKIE CABARET

A raucous and hilarious way to wrap-up your weekend.
70 mins | Ages 18A | Smoking, realistic firearms, cartoonish violence,
suicide ideation, disordered eating, body dysmorphia.
Sunday Sept 25th @ 8:00 pm
This festival favourite has returned after a two year hiatus! Play the Fool’s Rookie Mentorship
Program showcase features emerging clowns, physical comedy artists, and experienced performers
experimenting in a new style. It’s a performer-creation program, artists work with festival director
Christine Lesiak to take their idea from concept to stage.
FEATURING:
Vinnie & Alphonse in Blood Ties by Yassine El Fassi El Fihri & Patrick Lynn
Pearl in Cleaning Up by T Gill
Hysteria Winthrop aka Sophie Healey
Grubbie’s Market Spree by Kijo Gatama
ADOPT A ROOKIE
Tchotchke the Gig in Sweet Milk by Terry Knickle
at playthefool.ca
OnPoint by Lauren Brady
Big Business by Leeboyes
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LEE BOYES

Lee Boyes is an improviser. Performing locally with Grindstone &
Rapid Fire Theatre, where he developed his one man improv show
‘Leegion’, creating full length narratives, based on an audience
suggestion. Yet it was friendships with Festival Director Christine
Lesiak & drag/ bouffon bad ass Deanna Fleysher that forced Lee to
accept reality: he’s a clown trapped in a punk’s body! Since then, he
has set his sights on developing socially conscious pieces that inspire
joy, while teasing systems & constructs of oppression! Lee hopes to
use the Rookie Cabaret experience to create a full-length turn that
can bring people together: so they can tear the patriarchy apart!

LAUREN BRADY
Lauren Brady is a clown artist currently in Amiskwaciy Waskahikan.
She began her clown journey at the University of Alberta, training
with Jan Henderson and Michael Kennard. Lauren has developed her
process through research, online workshops, self-created work, and
mentorship from Michael Kennard. In 2021 she received a Canada
Council Grant and created “interWEBBED,” a sci-fi clown thriller
that premiered at Nextfest this past June. Lauren recently came
from One North Clown & Creation, where she studied with John
Turner. Lauren’s love for clown drew her to the Rookie Cabaret, and
she is excited to introduce Ted BAMO… Who was forbidden from
ever performing again… or so we thought?

T GILL
Meet T, a clown who is still exploring what it means to be a clown.
Having studied with numerous clown teachers from around the world
over the past 3 years, it’s time to try out some skills on stage! Since
I am a clown that is afraid to be on stage, what better way to get on
stage then with the help of the amazing talent team at Play the Fool
Festival! This program is perfect for those who want to be on stage
but don’t know where to start! :o)
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SOPHIE MAY HEALEY

Sophie May Healey (she/they) is a multidisciplinary artist working
in Amiskwaciwâskahikan/Edmonton and Moh’kins’tsis/Calgary. She
holds a BFA in Acting from the University of Alberta, and has since
trained with companies such as Ghost River Theatre and Opera
NUOVA. She strives to tell honest stories through her work as an
actor, singer, dancer, and writer as she explores ideas of gender,
neurodivergence, and identity. Their original neo-bouffon clown
works, including Hysteria Winthrop and Sharon the Wellness Hag,
have been featured in cabarets and festivals such as Nextfest and
SkirtsAFire. Recent performance credits include The Sixth Meeting
of the Extinction Club (Ghost River Theatre) and the Lobbyists
(Westbury Theatre).

TERRY KNICKLE
Terry Knickle (they/them) is a non-binary transmasculine clown,
improvisor, vocalist, actor, and voice actor. They were honoured to
study the art of Pochinko clown with esteemed Canadian clown Jan
Henderson in the summer of 2019 and in the spring of 2021. Since
then, they have enjoyed roving with Deep Freeze Byzantine Festival
in 2020 and festival opportunities – presenting their original works
– in the clown showcases of Nextfest 2020 and 2021. Terry feels
absolutely blessed to be included in this years Rookie Cabaret, where
they aim to discover and fine tune their clowny voice!
Enjoy the show!

PATRICK LYNN
Patrick Lynn is a young and aspiring artist here in Alberta. He is
currently studying at the University of Alberta in their BFA Acting
program, he will be entering his 4th and final year this upcoming
fall. Patrick has been involved in theater since he was 15 years old,
and he is very excited to expand his work as a theater artist in this
year’s rookie cabaret program with Play the Fool! He was drawn to
this opportunity as he wants to find a space to confidently build his
own work, and knew that this program would facilitate those needs.
He hopes to build confidence as a clown, performer and creator, and
can’t wait to share his work!
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KIJO EUNICE GATAMA

Kijo Eunice Gatama is an Edmonton-based theatre performer, actor,
clown, dancer, and emerging artistic director. Her recent works with
clown have been Munchie’s Garden of Eden, Magpie The Conqueror,
a satire piece on greed that featured in Play The Fool’s Film Festival,
and now Grubbie gets to hit the stage this fall. Grubbie’s Market
Spree is a loose satire on the experiences of shopping as a visible
minority. Most of my clowns play within the themes of my life. What
I appreciate about the rookie cabaret is an opportunity to continue
clowning, it’s one thing to do it online and it’s another to be in a room
filled with clowns playing and building stories. I am already seeing how
this program enriches my craft.

DEAN STOCKDALE
Dean Stockdale (sound designer for Kijo Gatama) grew up in
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and is a player and writer of music, an
actor, a dancer, and a pacifist. They believe in the woo-woo, but
more so in science. They want to create art that educates, informs,
questions, and brings people together through the expansion of
perspectives. They’ve always loved clown for those reasons and have
been writing music for little clown turns here and there for a couple
years now. They are psyched to be joining this wonderful team of
artists interested in making the absurd come to life. And hope their
music helps do just that!
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THE COPPER COWBOY LIVING STATUE
- DANIEL ANDERSON

The Copper Cowboy is a real man of mystery. Some say he appears
in a fog to haunt the mortals attending the yearly Clown Festival and
others may say: he was hired to be there and is a pretty swell guy.
Long time performer in Alberta, a crowd favourite at the Edmonton
Fringe and Street Performers Festival of this year.

JAY FLAIR
Jay Flair is an award winning magician whose acts make use of her
experiences in life. She strives to be inclusive to all who may find
themselves in her audience. She’ll make you laugh, she’ll make you
cry; from circus stunts to sleight of hand, her show is full of mind
melting moments that leave the crowd at the edge of their seats!

AYTAHN ROSS
Aytahn Ross has managed to make a living ‘fooling’ around
since the year 2000 and is entirely unable and unwilling
to work a real job at this point in his life. Keep your eyes
peeled for a performance never before seen at PTF. Clown
Highlight: Surviving Typhoon Longwang in 2005.

JORDAN SABO
From a young age, Jordan Sabo has garnered a passion of putting
himself in front of others. Born and raised in Edmonton, AB, he is a
graduate of the University of Alberta’s BFA Acting program. Since
graduating, he has built a repertoire of performing for and educating
young people. With the help of a few friends and a lot of laughs, he
has entertained families across Western Canada.

GENDER BLENDING: EXAMINING,
EXPLORING, AND SUBVERTING
GENDER THROUGH CLOWN
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90 mins | Sunday Sept 25th @ 1:00 pm | ONLINE at playthefool.ca

An online panel discussion with S.E. Grummett, Candice Roberts, Zachary Parsons-Lozinski (Lilith
Fair), Charlie Peters, and Adam Lazarus, moderated by Jake Tkaczyk, about gender in physical
theatre, character, and clown. These artists will discuss how they use gender in their work to subvert
deeply ingrained beliefs, roles, and power structures, and how clown can be a tool to investigate
multiple aspects of identity, and disrupt the status quo.
Watch online at playthefool.ca. Don’t want to watch it alone at home? Join us for our public viewing
party on the Play the Fool Festival patio, at the Backstage Theatre, no ticket required.
Live Captioning by Tanzi Reule
Moderated by Jake Tkaczyk
Digital Stage Management by Lindy Mullen

JAKE TKACZYK (He/Him)
Jake Tkaczyk, Moderator (He/Him) is an Edmonton and
Banff based theatre artist with a passion for creating new and
engaging work collaboratively. He is currently in the midst of
his PhD in Creative Practice from the Transart Institute and
Liverpool John Moores’ University. Jake has worked as an actor,
director, creator, and educator in central Alberta. Jake had the
extreme pleasure of working as an Artist Intern at Northern
Light Theatre for a few years and is currently the Program
Manager, Performing Arts at the Banff Centre. Jake recently
received the AFA Young Artist Prize.
W: jaketkaczyk.com | IG: jdtkaczyk

PANELLISTS
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S.E. GRUMMETT (They/Them)
Grumms is a queer, transgender theatre artist from Treaty 6
Territory. After graduating from acting school and becoming
increasingly frustrated with the lack of opportunities for queer and
trans folks, Grumms began Scantily Glad Theatre, an 2SLGBTIQ+
theatre company that works to promote queer artists and stories
through comedy, clown, and physical theatre. They began making
and performing their own work. For them, self-creation was, and
continues to be a way out. Over the past 5 years, Grumms has
created a body of original queer work and toured it to festivals and
stages around the world. They are the co-creator of “SCUM: a
manifesto”, “Pack Animals”, and “Creepy Boys”. Their solo-show,
“Something in the Water”, won Best Theatre at the Adelaide Fringe and was recently selected by
the High Commission of Canada for Spotlight Canada 2021 at the Edinburgh Fringe. Outside of
self-creation, Grumms also works as a performer, puppeteer, & video artist.

ADAM LAZARUS
Adam Lazarus is an award-winning theatre creator, whose work
has been showcased around the world. He is known for dynamic
and implicating performances, including the international thoughtdisrupter Daughter; the radical race oration The Art of Building
a Bunker (co-written with Guillermo Verdecchia), and the vicious
bouffon love play Wonderland. Adam is an international instructor
of performance who brings a dark and comic sensibility to his work
and collaborations. He has acted as a creation director for countless
actors, musicians, speakers, comedians, dancers and performance
artists. He is a sessional acting instructor at the National Theatre
School of Canada, Pig Iron Theatre’s School for Performance, the
Sibiu International Theatre Festival, Toronto Metropolitan University and the University of Toronto.
Adam was the founder and artistic director of the Toronto Festival of Clowns for ten years and is
a graduate of and former apprentice to Master Teacher Philippe Gaulier. Adam lives in Toronto,
Canada, with his wife Sarah and their two children, Josephine and Oliver.
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ZACHARY PARSONS-LOZINSKI
Artistic Director of 50% Fruit Productions, Zachary is perhaps
better known by his nightclub persona: Lilith Fair. Zachary has
been performing in Drag for almost a decade, travelling to bars and
cabaret venues across the country. Works include “The House That
F*cks” (50% Fruit), “The Pansy Cabaret” (Guys in Disguise), and
“F*CK ME FRIDAYS” a drag variety show which runs every week at
Twisted Element in Calgary AB.

CHARLIE PETERS
Charlie Peters (ze/hir/hirs) is a clown, poet, theatre and opera
director, actor, lighting designer, playwright, and dramaturg.
Born and raised on Treaty 6 Territory and the Homeland of the
Métis Nation, ze holds a BFA in Acting from the University of
Saskatchewan, an MFA in Theatre Practice at the University of
Alberta, trained extensively at the Manitoulin Conservatory for
Creation and Performance, and is currently finishing an MA in
Gender and Social Justice Studies at the University of Alberta. Hir
artistic work has been seen on stages (and in parks, fields, trails,
school gyms, living rooms, and swimming pools) across Western
Canada. Charlie is Secretary of the Board of the Saskatchewan
Association of Theatre Professionals, Founding Director of Embrace Theatre, and a former Artistic
Associate with Sum Theatre. Hir work has been published in Theatre Research in Canada, Canadian
Theatre Review, Canadian Theatre Encyclopedia, and on Howlround. www.charliepeters.ca

CANDICE ROBERTS
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Candice Roberts is a 5th generation settler and artist based on
the ancestral and unceded territories of the Coast Salish Peoples,
including the territories of the xwməθkwəy̓ əm (Musqueam),
Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh)
Nations. She is the band leader of the critically acclaimed Myrtle
Sisters, is a founding member of the Jessie Award-nominated Dusty
Flowerpot Cabaret Society, and the artistic director of Candy Bones
Theatre and Candice Roberts Theatre. Her original theatrical works
and film shorts interweave physical theatre, music, mask, movement,
and clown to create stories that investigate the humor, heartbreak,
and the trials and tribulations of our human conditions.
Cultivating anti-oppressive and intersectional understandings is important in Candice’s artistic
research of creativity, decolonization, and the connections between self-expression, mental health,
and community. Candice has received numerous awards at Fringe Festivals and Film Festivals in
addition to a 2014 Mayor’s Arts Award for her work in community building through the arts.
Candice is dedicated to creating and sharing innovative and original inter-arts theatre works of
artistic excellence. She has toured all over North America with her award-winning solo shows.
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2022 STAFF
Producer - Julie Kiraly
Director - Christine Lesiak
Associate Director - Kijo Gatama
Production Manager - Chris Dela Cruz
Stage Manager - Amy Dass
Assistant Stage Manager - Sammy Lowe
Administrative Support - Dayna Hoffman
Media & Marketing - Kate Hamblin, Bottom Line Productions
Graphic Designer - Jaimie Lievers
Social Media - Reba Terlson
Artist Hospitality Coordinator - Karen Fox
Photography - Brianne Jang
Videography - Ian Walker
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THANK YOU
Fringe Theatre Adventures
Toy Guns Dance Theatre
Red Cross & the Government of Canada
Metterra Hotel
Varscona Hotel
Edmonton Arts Council & the City of Edmonton
Canada Council for the Arts
Alberta Foundation for the Arts
The Government of Alberta
Jan Henderson
Jerry Leverock
John Marian
Lindsay Giese
Lisa Dawn Daniels
Michael Kennard
Paul Bezaire
Read Fenton
Renita Lowry
Save-on-Foods 9th & Jasper
Shreela Chakrabartty
Fiona Williams, Archbishop MacDonald High School
Scott Schepely, J. Percy Page High School
Ashley Kirk, St. Joseph Catholic High School
Kristen Forsyth - Ross Sheppard High School
Heather Taschuk, Old Scona Academic
Matthew Blackwell, Lillian Osborne High School
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THANK YOU TO OUR

2022 SPONSORS & PARTNERS

9th & Jasper

THE PLAY THE FOOL FESTIVAL
is supported by the Edmonton Arts
Council and the City of Edmonton

We acknowledge the support of the Canada
Council for the Arts, Alberta Government
and Alberta Foundation for the Arts
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SOMETHING IN
THE WATER (10+)

5:15 PM

4:15 PM
TRIPLE BILL 1

7:00 PM

TRIPLE BILL 1

9:15 PM
SOMETHING IN
THE WATER (18+)

FESTIVAL
WELCOME &
OPENING

*All performances located
at the Backstage Theatre
at Fringe Theatre,
10330 84 Ave NW,
unless otherwise noted.

(WORK IN PROGRESS)

POCHSY IV

8:00 PM

TRIPLE BILL 2

7:30 PM

8:00 PM
ROOKIE CABARET
FESTIVAL
SPEC TAC TUL AR
CABARET

TRIPLE BILL 2

3:30 PM

ARTIST PANEL
DISCUSSION

1:00 PM

9:30 PM

(WORK IN PROGRESS)

POCHSY IV

2:30 PM

SEPT. 25

7:00 PM

SEPT. 24

SEPT. 23

SUN.

SEPT. 22

SAT.

FRI.

THURS.

SEPT. 22-25, 2022

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
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